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Executive summary 

 Non-payment of the TV licence should become a civil rather than criminal offence. This is 

because the current criminal offence is especially burdensome on the most vulnerable and 

those with protected characteristics, as well as the court system. 

 Non-payment should be treated as a civil debt, mirroring the treatment of unpaid utility bills. 

 Conditional access devices could be used to mitigate the impact of non-payment. Such 

technology already exists. 

Consultation questions 

Q1: Should TV licence evasion (the use or installation of a television receiver without a TV 
licence) no longer be a criminal offence? Why do you consider that TV licence evasion should 
no longer be a criminal offence?  

TV licence evasion should no longer be a criminal offence and should instead become a civil 

offence, facilitated by conditional access devices. 

As a potential criminal offence, non-payment of the licence fee is both too punitive for those 

who do not pay and burdensome on taxpayers. Criminal enforcement is excessive, unfair and 

disproportionately harmful to vulnerable groups. For example, the incidence of criminality 

falls particularly on women, who make up 70 per cent of those prosecuted.1 
There is also an impact on the court system and UK taxpayers. Convictions for non-payment 

of a £1,000 fine places particular burdens on the court system. In 2015, 2016 and 2017, a total 

of 14.1 per cent, 13 per cent and 11.3 per cent of magistrates courts convictions respectively 

arose from non-payment of the BBC licence fee. The number of cases heard in magistrates 

courts that were BBC related was over 10 per cent in each of the years too.2,3 
Since it is already government policy to avoid the proliferation of unnecessary criminal 

offences,4 thereby reducing costs, moving to decriminalisation would further support this 

goal. 

As a civil offence, non-payment of the licence fee should be treated as a civil debt. This is 

preferable since it avoids a statutory obligation to have a TV licence as a civil monetary 

penalty would require. 

Q2: If, alternatively, you consider that TV licence evasion should remain a criminal 
offence, why is this the case? 
N/A 
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Q3: If you have a view, what alternative enforcement scheme models do you consider to 
be most appropriate? Why? 
Enforcement of payment for the licence fee should be based in future on civil, rather than 

criminal, sanctions. A civil offence regime would be far more proportionate relative to the 

cash-terms payment required by the BBC and would align with how non-payment of council 

tax, parking fines and utility bills are also treated.5 This means that moving to a civil 

enforcement scheme would not be difficult or come as a surprise to the public.  

Q4: What steps could the Government take to mitigate any impacts that may result 
from decriminalisation of TV licence evasion? 

Mitigation by the government could be introduced via a conditional access device. This would 

ensure that non-payers can be cut-off from accessing BBC services if payment of the licence 

fee is not made.  
Industry estimates from 2015 suggested that such a device would cost roughly £15.6 Such 

devices could also offer different tiers of service, such as specific BBC television channels. Top 

Up TV and NOW TV are two similar devices that prove its viability. The installation of these 

would also remove one of the arguments for retaining criminal sanctions, in that there is 

currently no technical obstacle preventing non-licence payers receiving BBC channels in spite 

of its illegality.  

Q5: Please provide any evidence you consider appropriate in answering these questions and 
any other information that you believe the Government should consider, especially where 
there is an impact on those with protected characteristics or the most vulnerable.  
The payment of the TV licence is especially burdensome for those on the lowest incomes.  

As a proportion of indirect taxes for the poorest household income decile, the licence fee 

equates to 3.8 per cent of the total amount paid. For the wealthiest 10 per cent of 

households, the licence fee is 1.3 per cent of indirect taxes paid.7 As a proportion of gross 

income, the licence is eight times more costly to the poorest decile than the richest. This 

unfairness should not be backed by the threat of criminal sanction.  
Similarly, the BBC’s analysis indicates that the poorest decile of over 75s would lose 2.1 per 

cent of income with the imposition of the licence fee.8  
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